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Verification Approach

The algorithms underlying Ufo are described in [1–3]. The Ufo tool is described
in more detail in [4].
Ufo marries the power and efficiency of numerical Abstract Interpretation
(AI) domains [6] with the generalizing ability of interpolation-based software
verification in an abstraction refinement loop. More formally: given a program
P , a safety property ϕ, and some abstract domain A, Ufo starts by computing
an inductive invariant I of P in A. If I ⇒ ϕ, then we know that P satisfies ϕ,
i.e., P cannot reach any of the error states characterized by ¬ϕ. Otherwise, if
I 6⇒ ϕ, Ufo uses SMT solving to check whether the alarm raised by I maps to
a real bug in the code. To do so, Ufo encodes all of the program paths explored
by abstract interpretation as a formula, and uses an SMT solver to check its
satisfiability. If the formula is satisfiable, an erroneous execution is reported to
the user. Otherwise, an interpolation technique guided by the results of AI is
used to strengthen I into I 0 , where I 0 ⇒ ϕ. If I 0 is no longer inductive, abstract
interpretation continues from the set of states described by I 0 . Otherwise, the
program is safe.
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Software Architecture

Ufo is implemented in C++ in the LLVM compiler infrastructure [7] as a general
verification framework. Its architecture is shown in Fig. 1. In what follows, we
describe our instantiation of the framework for the purposes of the competition.
Preprocessing Phase. The first step in this phase is converting a given program into the LLVM intermediate representation. Following that, we perform
compiler optimizations and preprocessing in order to simplify the verification
process. As a preprocessing step, we initialize uninitialized variables using nondeterministic functions. This is used to bridge the gap between the verification
semantics (which assume a non-determinsitic assignment) and compiler semantics, which presets unitialized variables with the goal of optimizing the code. For
optimizations, we perform a number of program simplifications such as function
inlining, converting the program into the static single assignment (SSA) form by
reducing memory operations into SSA registers, removing dead code, etc.
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Fig. 1: The architecture of UFO [4].
After the optimization step, we represent the program as a Cutpoint Graph
(CG), a control-flow graph where each node is a cutpoint in the original program
and each edge is a loop-free execution between two cutpoints. Then, a Weak
Topological Ordering (WTO) [5] is computed for the CG and used later as the
abstract interpretation strategy.
Analysis Phase. The main algorithm constructs an Abtract Reachability Graph
(ARG), a labelled unrolling of the program that represents an inductive invariant using a given abstract domain. The ARG contructor is parameterized by the
abstract domain used and the refinement strategy:
– Abstract domains: The abstract domains we use are Box (intervals), Boxes [6]
(intervals with disjunctions), and Cartesian and Boolean predicate abstraction. Our experiments have shown that different domains are useful for different problems and there is no clear winner. Thus, for the purposes of the
competition, we instrumented Ufo to run multiple analysis instances with
different domains in parallel, reporting the results of the fastest instance.
– Refinement: As a refinement strategy, we used AI-guided DAG interpolants
from [1]. DAG interpolants annotate a directed acyclic graph of paths using
a single call to an SMT solver, delegating the process of path enumeration
to the SMT solver. In comparison, other techniques, e.g., Impact [8], unroll
the program into a tree, potentially having to refine exponentially many
paths in the size of the program. Furthermore, our refinement strategy uses
the invariant computed by abstract interpretation in the encoding, often
resulting in weaker interpolants and faster SMT solving time.
The Z3 [9] SMT solver is used for satisfiability checking, and MathSAT51
for computing interpolants. Due to the efficiency of Z3, we use it to shrink an
interpolation query by computing an UNSAT core of a formula before handing
it to MathSAT5 for satisfiability checking and interpolation.
The analysis phase results in either SAFE – a safe inductive invariant has
been computed, CEX – a counterexample has been found, or UNKNOWN – implying
that Ufo failed to produce a conclusive result. Counterexamples are produced as
traces over basic blocks in the LLVM intermediate representation of the program.
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Strengths and Weaknesses

Ufo has been succesfully applied to ControlFlowIntegers, SystemC,
DeviceDrivers64, and ProductLines. Currently, Ufo uses linear arithmetic
to model semantics of sequential C programs, making it imprecise for categories
such as BitVectors (requiring bit-level precision), HeapManipulation (requiring
heap tracking), and Concurrency (requiring thread handling). Another weakness
is Ufo’s reliance on multiple tools for the front-end: LLVM 2.6, LLVM 2.9, and
CIL. This increases the trusted computing base and makes it harder to maintain.
The power of Ufo lies in its parameterized nature, allowing instantiations
with different abstract domains and providing a general framework for experimenting with verification algorithms.
Tool Setup and Configuration. Ufo is available for download from bitbucket.
org/arieg/ufo/wiki/svcomp13.wiki. The options for running the tool are:
./bin/ufo-svcomp-par.py [-m64] --cex=FILE input
where -m64 turns on 64-bit model, --cex is the location of the counter-example,
and input is a C file.
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